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Abstract
This paper describes the creation of a movie database
of Japanese articulation for hearing-impaired people and
learners of Japanese. The articulation movies in the
database are composed of the tongue’s movements, and
it was created using an ultrasound machine and edited
using iMovie and Final Cut Express software. The
database can help us to see the tongue moving clearly,
and also learners can improve their Japanese pronuncia-
tion if they practice with it. The database includes all the
pronunciation of Japanese Hiragana and many combina-
tions of two-syllable words. It shows us easily where the
tongue tip and tongue root are. We can see the contin-
uous movements of the tongue for each sound of Jap-
naese. It is the first ultrasound movie database for learn-
ing Japanese.

1 Introduction
According to compiled statistics, there are about 350,000
people who have auditory difficulties in Japan [1] and
2,980,000 people who are learning Japanese all over the
world [2]. For Japanese learners, they usually learn
Japanese by listening to the sound. They can only try to
imitate sound by imagining where the tongue goes, but
they don’t really understand how to articulate properly.
For hearing-impaired people, their main communication
means are in writing or sign language. But in writing
they can’t do the communication smoothly, or overlap
with the other person. In sign language, communication
is limited to people who can understand sign language,
and this number is not great. Our society is built from the
viewpoint of normally-hearing people and if we see the
world as a disabled person, there are a lot of barriers. So
we should do more research to support hearing-impaired
speakers to improve their ability to communicate.

There is a lot of research of phonetics and linguistics,
but surprisingly, there are few collections of movie data
showing the tongue moving when we are speaking. The
principal reason is our tongue is in the mouth, and we
can’t observe it clearly. But recent advances in ultra-
sound imaging have made it possible to clearly see the
tongue moving in real time at not such a high cost, and
thus we can do more research using visible movies.

Ultrasound imaging technology has been used in stud-
ies of speech production since it came into regular clini-
cal use in the 1960s and 70s [3]. It is able to capture dy-

namic tongue shape in real time. According to [3], “ul-
trasound still remains the only available option for safe,
non-invasive imaging of real movements of the whole
tongue.”

Ultrasound waves start from the probe (see Figure 1).
The frequency of ultrasound is 2.5 � 5MHz and the speed
of sound in living connective tissue is 1,600m/s, the
wavelength of ultrasound will be 0.5mm [4]. It is much
safer for our body than X-rays or other instruments. Ul-
trasound machines are now usually used in medical ser-
vices and research in laboratories.

Figure 1: Ultrasound Probe Emitting Sound Waves

The purpose of this research is to make a database
for people who are learning Japanese - JSL learners and
Japanese people who have auditory difficulties. The lat-
ter cannot hear the sound made by themselves and do
not know how to produce sound well. So I will use an
ultrasound machine to record movies of correct tongue
movements for the Japanese language, and learners can
imitate the movements in the movie to sound better.

2 Method

2.1 Participants

The subjects whose data were used to create the movie
database are 10 students of the University of Aizu (see
Table 1). They come from many parts of Japan and all
speak Japanese as their first language. Some had trav-
elled abroad before, but none had lived abroad.
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No Sex Age From Eng. learning Abr.
1 M 21 Japan 10 years None
2 F 22 Japan 10 years Korea
3 M 22 Japan 11 years U.S.A
4 M 22 Japan 10 years None
5 F 23 Japan 12 years U.S.A
6 M 22 Japan 10 years None
7 F 24 Japan 12 years None
8 M 22 Japan 10 years None
9 M 22 Japan 11 years Korea

10 M 22 Japan 10 years China

Table 1: Subjects

2.2 Apparatus

To make this database, an ultrasound machine was used
to record tongue images. The ultrasound is useful to get
information about the inside of the mouth. The probe is a
transmitter and receiver of ultrasound. It is an appropri-
ate sized model to place under the chin. The frequency
of this probe was 3.78MHz. The ultrasound image can
show us a clear, moving image of the tongue. Ultrasound
is sound waves of a frequency more than 20kHz, unable
to be perceived by humans. Because the sound waves
disperse in the air, a water-soluble gel was needed. The
gel eliminates the air barrier between the skin and the
probe, helping us to get clearer images.

A digital video converter was used to combine and
digitize the video data and the audio data. The DV con-
verter converts analogue data into digital data.

A Shure dynamic microphone was used to record the
sound of the movie. This microphone is suitable for
speech, presentation, and narration. This microphone
does not need a microphone stand - subjects put the mi-
crophone on the head and adjust the microphone’s arm
and head in front of the mouth. An Audio-technica mi-
crophone pre-amplifier was used to pass the audio data
from the microphone to the DV converter.

Output from the ultrasound machine and microphone
were saved in a Mac Pro computer from the DV con-
verter via a firewire (IEEE 1394) cable (see Table 2).
Importing movies was done by the software iMovie, and
editing was done by Final Cut Express (see Table 3).

Hardware List
1 Ultrasound Machine - Toshiba Famio 8(SSA-530A)
2 Ultrasound Probe - Toshiba(PVQ-381A)
3 Computer - Apple Mac Pro
4 Digital Video Converter - Canopus(ADVC-110)
5 Pre-Amplifier - Audio-Technica(AT-MA2)
6 Shure Dynamic Micropnone - SM10A-CN

Table 2: Hardware used in data collection

Software List
1 Apple iMovie(6.0.3)
2 Final Cut Express
3 Quick Time Player Pro

Table 3: Software used in data collection

2.3 Procedure

2.3.1 Data Collection

In preparation, I made the slides of every Hiragana (in
Table 4) including vowels only, voiceless initial conso-
nants and voiced initial consonants. Then, I made some
sentences with all the combinations with two-syllable
sounds in Table 5 (see Appendix).

Vowel Only���������

Voiceless Initial Consonant	�
����� 
���
���
��
��������� � � � � � �
 "!�#�$&% ! � ! � ! �
')(�*�+-, ( � ( � ( �
.0/�10243 / � / � / �
576�8-94: 6 � 6 � 6 �
;=<�>
?A@CBEDGF @ � @ � @ �
H0I

Voiced Initial ConsonantJ�K&LNM"O K���K���K��
P�Q�R�S�T Q � Q � Q �
U�V�W�X&Y V � V � V �
Z)[�\)]�^ [ � [ � [ �
_)`�a)b�c ` � ` � ` �

Table 4: Japanese Hiragana
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a i u e o
a a-a a-i a-u a-e a-o
i i-a i-i i-u i-e i-o
u u-a u-i u-u u-e u-o
e e-a e-i e-u e-e e-o
o o-a o-i o-u o-e o-o

Table 5: Two-Syllable Words

I connected the hardware as in Figure 2. Then, sub-
jects sat down near the ultrasound machine and computer
in a comfortable position. They wore the microphone on
their head and put their chin on the ultrasound probe so
that we could see the movie clearly on the display. I
controled the angle of the probe such that we could see
two shadows on the display - the hyoid bone shadow on
the left and the mandible shadow on the right. I showed
subjects slides with Japanese Hiragana and sentences on
the computer display. Hiragana slides were shown ev-
ery 3 seconds and sentence slides were shown every 7
seconds randomly. People could not predict which one
will be displayed next, so since they can’t prepare their
tongue for the next sound, we can get more natural data.
The rest data between sentences/words might be able to
be used for Japanese Articulatory Setting studies in the
future.

Figure 2: Data Collection Setup

2.3.2 Database Construction

We recorded 15 people’s voices and tongue moving in
all. Their data were saved using the software iMovie (see
Figure 3). For construction of the database, I selected 10
subjects whose data were easier to see. I separated the
data of Japanese Hiragana into 101 parts of each sound
because there are 101 hiraganas in all, then ordered them
in the natural Japanese order [a, i, u, e, o, ka, ki, ku, ke,
ko, ...] using iMovie.

Figure 3: iMovie

Figure 4: Ultrasound movie with Japanese labels

According to [5], “iMovie is a video editing soft-
ware application which allows Mac users to edit their
own home movies. It was originally released by Ap-
ple in 1999 as a Mac OS 8 application bundled with
the first FireWire-enabled Macintosh model. iMovie im-
ports video footage to the Mac using the FireWire in-
terface on most MiniDV format digital video cameras.
From there, the user can edit the video clips, add titles,
and add music. Effects include basic color correction and
video enhancement tools, and transitions such as fade-in,
fade-out, and slides.”

For hearing-impaired people, they cannot recognize
what is said in the movie by sound only, so text notations
are necessary for them. The software Final Cut Express
was used to edit text notations on the movies (see Figure
4).

According to [6], “Final Cut Express is a non-linear
video editing application created by Apple Inc. It is
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the consumer version of Final Cut Pro and is designed
for advanced editing of digital video as well as high-
definition video, which is used by many amateur and
professional videographers.”

3 Result
For the expression of Japanese Hiragana, two-syllable
words with sentences were added in the movie. Anno-
tations of the tip and the root of the tongue were shown
clearly. These were done with the software Final Cut Ex-
press. All the movies were edited as a FCE file in Final
Cut Express and finally exported at 30 frames/second as
DV format.

Figure 5: Database with labels and sentences

4 Discussion
To analysis the database, I compared 10 people’s data of
tongue shape when they speak Japanese Hiragana. How
much variation exists between participants is very im-
portant for us to learn Japanese.

A (more than 3 variations)�=� ? H�� B < * # � + a � � D P

B (2 variations)	  ' . � � / @ 8)� $)2 9 �0J _
R \ M ] O 6 � / � ( � [ � ` � [ � Q �

C (1 variation)����� 
���"K L � Q S�T !�% U�X
Y (-, 1�3)`-b"c 576�: Z)[�^ ; >
FA@ � @ � @ � 6 � 6 � ` � ` � / � / �
[ � ( � ( � ! � ! � ! � � � � � Q � Q �


���
���
�� K���KN��K��

Table 6: Number of qualitatively different tongue shapes
per sound

Figure 6: International Phonetic Alphabet - vowels

A rank was made like in Table 6 to compare data. Al-
though hiraganas have typical tongue shape as its vowel
(see Figure 6), there exists different variation sometimes.
In Table 6, ranks B and C have few variations, it means
hiraganas in B and C are easy to learn and be recognized.
But hiraganas in rank A, their shapes are more different,
we can’t distinguish them easily without sound. They
are difficult sounds for people to learn.

5 Conclusions
Phonetic research does not use enough movies of the
tongue now. With the splendid technology, there are
more possibilities for us to look at the tongue’s move-
ments. Although this database is one beginning step,
there will be a big development soon.

Portable ultrasound is proving to be an extremely use-
ful tool for field linguistic studies and at the current rate
of technological development, it promises only to be-
come more desirable and affordable as time passes. In
addition, with the ongoing reliance of medical fields on
ultrasound imaging, this technology will always be avail-
able. In combination with acoustic measurements and
analysis, ultrasound can provide a beneficial type and
quality of articulatory imaging data.
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Appendix
These are the sentences made for data collection. This
contains all the combinations with two-syllable words
like [kasa], [hako]. It is helpful for Japanese learners
to see the tongue’s continuous movements.

1. ���������
	���������������
Nara de kasa wo sashite saka wo aruita.
I put up my umbrella in Nara and walked the
slope.

2. ���������������� !�
Tori ga sora wo tondeiru.
A bird flies in the sky.

3. "$#�%�#�&('�)�*,+,��"- -./,0���1��
Ano mise no soba wa koshi ga aru to hyoban
desu.
That shop has a good reputation for chewy
soba.

4. 23	4�65$7�#�89);:�<(=( �5�.>�?�@���
Tiisai koro no yume ha hime ni naru koto
deshita.
My dream, when I was a child, was to become
a princess.

5. A�B�C
=�DE#�F�G
)$H�#JI$<�K9LM�� !�
Tora ya shika nado no doubutu ha yama no
naka ni yoku iru.
There are many animals in the mountains such
as tigers or deer.

6. N�<(=( -.>O�#�P-Q4R
�JK9LS�5UT� !�
Natu ni naruto semi no nakikoe ga yoku
kikoeru.
We hear chirpings of cicadas a lot in the sum-
mer.

7. V
)�W�<YX���Z[L]\^ (K�_a`Jb����
Watashi wa kare ni kami wo mijikaku kuru you
susumeta.
I suggested that he cut his hair short.

1. ���������
	���������������
8. cedf#,g,h
)�i9Q$=�13.;j,k�l��?�@���
Kyou no hirumeshi ha yakinasu to misoshiru
deshita.
Today’s lunch was a fried eggplant and miso
soup.

9. _YmU#�n�)fo�p�#�q���r9 Y#���s�QY��1��
Uti no neko wa heya no sumi de neru no ga
sukidesu.
My cat likes to sleep in the corner of the room.

10. t�u�#�v
w�1-x$);y�z${J�
Osake no nomisugi ha you tyuui.
Be careful of excessive drinking of liquor.

11. |
df}�=�~f�����J<!�35�_a�
Ashita hima nara fuku kaini ikou.
Let’s go shopping tomorrow if you are free.

12. �����?.��
��~@�Jb� !�
Teki wo nishi to kita kara semeru.
Attack the enemy from the south and the north.

13. p���#(�(<!�����?���;���� !�
Yane no ueni hato ga tomatteiru.
A dove stops on the roof.

14. �,�,�$�
);��B,�J&�#������9�;�� �K(_
<������ !�
Suieisensyuu ha mune ya heso no mudage mo
soru you ni shiteiru.
Swimmers shave the hair from their chest and
navel.
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15. �������[L #J�������
Mushiba wo nuku noga kowai.
It is scary to pull out a bad tooth.

16. ������#JI$<
	��� !�
Kutu wo hako no naka ni ireru.
Put your shoes in the box.

17. 
���^D�LM���J#��
����T(=U���
Kiri ga hidokute saki no miti ga mienai.
I can’t see the road because of the terrible fog.

18. ������*Y#���<��� !�
Fune de tako no ryou ni deru.
We go fishing for octopus by ship.

19. ���
)�� LE=( !�
Yoru soto wa kuraku naru.

It is dark in the evening.

20. �J#���)���<(=( -.! 
��"� !�
Kita no kuni ha fuyu ni naru to yuki ga furu.
It snows in the north countries when it is win-
ter.

21. #���$��&% L�.!'�j�����
Kome wo kama de taku to oishiku naru.
It is delicious when you cook rice with a pot.

22. c)(+*����6�@���
Kesa netu wo dashita.
I got a fever this morning.


